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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Regina Ramírez has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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autoarcía
Autoarcía: domain of himself. Administration or management of an own fish. The autoárquico does not need advisors,
trustees or administrator of their property, once acting as legal representative and owner at the same time, with
remarkable efficiency in its Treasury.

demitir
Demitir: surrender, cede, to submit. Humble himself before the objective reason or because of the impossibility to
contravene. Accept, Act of demision which gives the reason absolutely.

edén
Eden: principle causal pristine of creation, from which the best development is guaranteed. Eden - has a philosophical
sense-, is the Bright Idea; the sublime quality of the raw material for the great work. The State of purity. En-: in excellent
conditions, excellent quality, at the appropriate point, when necessary, with qualities of intelligence, development
opportunities and better possibilities of adaptation. To the East of-: in exile, displaced, marginalized.

paraguas
Umbrella: instrument for the street manual and ideally suited to protect from rain, equipped with radios folding by way of
a range circunférico, mobibles from an accomodation sliding above the rod at whose end offers the grip handle, and a
mechanism that activates a waterproof enclosure. An umbrella, can be used as umbrella, while the feminine gender in
language Hispanic, exigentemente presents an awning of dark color, which protects from the solar rays, used
exigentemente in sunny days.

serenidad
Tribulation: chaos, desasociego, impatience, expectation of distressing, shock.


